Highlights of Placement Department

BATCH 2018

1. Amazon selected 4 MBA students @ Rs. 15.20 Lakh P.A.
2. Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) recruited 224 students from batch 2018.
3. Handsome salary packages – Rs. 7.5 Lakh P.A. to 4 students placed in Clair Volex, Rs. 6.91 and Rs. 6.33 Lakhs P.A. to 2 students selected by TCS, Rs. 5 Lakh P.A. to 10 students selected by KPMG and Rs. 5 Lakh P.A. to 2 Nagarro selected students.
4. Average salary package Rs. 4.76 Lakh P.A. for IT background students.
5. Many reputed companies like TCS, Nagarro, KPMG, Ernst & Young, Amazon, SAP Labs, Jubilant Chemsys, HDFC Bank, Amdocs, Nestle, Axis bank, Clair Volex etc. conducted the campus placements for the different courses of the GNDU and its regional campuses in the year 2017.
6. NITCON Chandigarh conducted one month Entrepreneurship Development programme (EDP) at GNDU, Amritsar on behalf of Ministry of Science and Technology, Govt of India, New Delhi. The objective of the programme was to develop and train the young students in the field of entrepreneurship, so that they may be able to opt self employment in future.
7. A special student interaction road drive and seminar on various career opportunities in Indian Air Force was conducted in the month of September. More than 1000 students from various departments of GNDU participated in this drive. IAF has developed a special “Induction Publicity Exhibition Vehicle (IPEV) a specially modified vehicle (VOLVO) to showcase various aspects of IAF to the doorstep of the students.
8. More than Twenty Seminars, Webinars and Faculty Development Programmes by companies like TCS, Jubilant Chemsys, SRF, Ola cabs, SBI, ValuerHR etc. were conducted time to time to upgrade the skills of the students and faculty.
9. Senior leaderships from companies like TCS, SRF, Jubilant Chemsys, Infogain and many other companies visited GNDU and interacted with faculty and Top management of university and discussed various issues like upgrading the syllabus as per industry needs and to improve the employability of the students.
10. Top multinational IT company Amdocs gifted Ten Bicycles to GNDU as per their Go Green initiative and the relationship with the GNDU, Placement department for over more than decade.